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Chapter 10: Globalisation and Liberative Solidarity
Globalisation is the magic word today. Economic development in the Third World
countries, we are told, is possible only if they link up with the global economy through
the global market. Globalisation is also a cultural as well as political reality for many.
Ecological crisis, information technology and other aspects of modern life know no
boundaries. They are global issues. Therefore it is not surprising that theological
thinking and mission praxis in recent years is influenced by globalisation. The
euphoria with which it was greeted by many theological colleges in USA indicated its
importance for theological education. This paper is an attempt to analyze the
phenomenon of globalisation and to raise some issues that are pertinent in facing its
challenges. It suggests a model of Christian response, liberative solidarity, that is
rooted in the experience and spirituality of the poor and the message of the cross.
1. Globalisation: An Analysis of the Phenomenon
Modern communication has converted the world into a “global village’. TV brings
into your living room events in far off lands, drawing you closer to the gruesome war
in Bosnia or the tribal massacre in Rwanda. Air travel is fast. You have your breakfast
in one continent and lunch in another. And there is hardly a major city in the world
which cannot provide you with a Chinese restaurant, a hamburger or a Japanese motor
car.
Political and economic changes that take place in one corner of the world affect the
life of people far away. Seldom do we realise that a drop of a few cents in the stock
market in New York has drastic effects on the economy of major cities in the Third
World. A decision of the USA not to purchase raw rubber can unsettle the economy of
Malaysia, for, example.
We may briefly mention three aspects of this process as they are pertinent for our
discussion:
(a) The process is an inevitable consequence of certain historical as well as structural
factors at work in the last 300-400 years. Travel across the sea provided opportunity
for closer relations between countries. Travel was not for pleasure or adventure alone,
but also for trade. Spices, minerals and other commodities of Asia and Africa created
new trade routes from the West to the East. Soon they needed to be protected from
competition from rival powers. Slowly colonial powers began to exert military and
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political control over most of the countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. This
colonial rule, as is well known, provided the cheap raw material for the industrial
expansion in the countries of Europe and a ready market for their furnished goods.
b) The process of globalisation from the beginning was fraught with competition,
conflict, domination and exploitation. Certainly there has been exchange off ideas and
customs between peoples of different countries. And this has been mutually beneficial.
But the ambiguous character of the process of globalisation is quite obvious.
Colonialism is perhaps the most blatant form of exploitation during this period of
globalisation. Several consequences of colonial rule are now well-known. It is now
evident that the industrial development of the West would not have been possible
without the cheap raw materials and labour from the colonies. Cotton, iron, gold and
minerals of all kinds were taken out of the country, sometimes arbitrarily with the use
of force or at other times with the enthusiastic support of the local elites. Not only that
the colonies provided cheap materials but they became ready markets for products
manufactured in the West. The textile industry is a case in point. Built into this
practice is a process of double exploitation. And the historical roots of poverty in the
Third World can be traced to this colonial exploitation.
• Colonialism has inflicted more serious damage on the colonized people. Frantz
Fanon in his famous analysis of colonialism has brought out the condition of colonised
minds. “Those who internalise the colonial mentality”, wrote Fanon, “suffer a
systematic negation of personhood. Colonialism forces the people it dominated to ask
themselves the question constantly, ‘in reality who am I?’ The defensive attitudes
created by this violent bringing together of the colonized man, and the colonial system
form themselves into a structure which then reveals the colonized personality.”2
Perhaps many erstwhile colonies have not recovered from this.
Science and technology have accelerated the process of globalisation. For one thing, it
has created “rising expectations” about development, faster economic growth. While it
has promised opportunities for expansion of human potential, it has also used new
forces of destruction. Ecological crisis is the most serious crisis brought about by
modern technology.
c) Today there is a sense of urgency when we talk about global realities. Nuclear threat
raised the possibility of a total annihilation of the global. This threat has drawn us
together. Ecological crisis has brought to our awareness the need for preserving this
fragile earth which is our common home. Life is endangered and we need all resources
to preserve it.3
Any consideration of globalisation therefore should keep in mind these three aspects:
inevitable, ambiguous and urgent.
II Globalisation and Third World
The global village has provided new opportunities for the enhancement of life of our
people. No doubt we need to affirm the positive side of this development. But many in
the Third World look at this process with apprehension. They look at the global village
as an order or mechanism for greater exploitation and political oppression. In this
discussion we enter into the modern period of globalisation.
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When the Third World nations become independent of colonialism after long periods
of freedom struggle, they embarked on massive efforts to develop their reserves and to
eliminate poverty. Development by economic growth based on rapid industrialization
was the magic word. Three ingredients of this programme were, local elite (rulers),
external resources (aid from the developed world, multinationals) and trade. The goal
was not only to eliminate poverty, but also catch up with the First World in
modernization. But the net results of the past few decades of development have been
well summarized in the cliche -- the poor becoming poorer -- the rich becoming richer.
On global level the gap between the rich nations and the poor nations has increased.
The average per capita income of the developed world is $2,400 and that of the
developing countries $180. The gap is widening. The U.N. tried to change this trend,
but failed. In 1970 the U.N. suggested that 7% of 1% of the total GNP of rich nations
should be made available for the development assistance. But actual help declined
from 52% of 1% in 1975 to 32% of 1% in 1976. This downward trend continues and
what is more distressing is that the First world countries confirm that they have
increased their military expenditure. The existing trade patterns are inimical to the
well-being of developing nations. The aid that supposedly helps the growth of the
Third World is always with “strings” attached- and used as a tool for continuing the
First World dominance over the economic growth of the Third World.
C.T Kurien points out that the countries of the Third World regard the 1980s as a “lost
decade in terms of their development opportunities.” He writes,
The prices of many of the goods they export came down, the richer countries
kept them out of their markets and the terms of trade turned against them. As is
well known, many of them have come to be caught in the ‘debt trap’. Less well
known is that the decade came to be one of net resource transfers from the South
to the North. And the gap between the rich and the poor countries measured by
percapita income) widened.
Kurien further notes
The integration of the global economy has brought to the fore a new set of actors
who have played an increasingly Important role in it: the transnational or
multinational corporations (TNCs or MNCs). These first attracted comment in
the 1960s, grew rapidly in the 1970s and emerged as powers to be reckoned with
in the 1980s. Some even argue that by the dawn of the next century they, rather
than national economies, will be the principal actors in the emerging global
economy and that we are already well into the ‘transnational stage’ in the
development of capitalism.4
The TNCs role in the Third World has now been subjected to serious analysis by
economists. These large corporations know no national boundaries and their products
find a way to the remotest corner of the world. Between 300-500 TNCs control of the
enormous portion of world’s production, distribution and marketing process.
The sales of an individual corporation is bigger than the GNP of many developing
countries. According to the figures supplied by the UN in 1981, EXXON has sales of
63,896 million dollars and General Motors, 63,211 million. Whereas the GNP of
Nigeria is 48,000 million, Chile 15,770 or Kenya 15,307.
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The power of the global corporations is derived from its unique capacity to use
finance, technology, and advanced marketing skills to integrate production on a global
scale in order to form the world into one economic unit and a “global shopping
centre.”
They do not bring large capital to the host countries, but they take out huge profits.
They do not generate more employment, as their technology is not labor intensive.
Profit maximization is their goal and not development. They decide where people
should live, what they eat, drink or wear and what kind of society their children should
inherit.
Their primary goal is to safeguard the interests of developed countries and not the
developing countries. In the recent discussion on conserving the worlds biological
diversity 5 the behavior of MNCs has again been criticized by the Third World leaders.
The Malaysian delegate to the UN General Assembly, 1990, made the following
pertinent observation:
There are various instances where transnational corporations have exploited the
rich genetic diversity of developing countries as a free resource for research and
development. The products of such research are then patented and sold back to
the developing countries at excessively high prices. This must cease. We must
formulate mechanisms for effective cooperation with reciprocal benefits between
biotechnoplogically rich developing countries and the gene-rich developing
countries.6
The local elites are also agents of globalisation their role in the development should be
recognized. When the countries became independent the leadership was naturally
transferred to the local elites. They have developed interlocking interests with the
western industrial elite. The development model which the newly independent
countries accepted has helped them and they exert considerable pressure on the policy
decisions of the Third World countries on globalisation.
The priorities are determined by the demand of the market-often the greed and no need
becomes the controlling factor.
TV was considered a great symbol of modern development. But in an informal survey
conducted by a sociologist it was revealed that the people who benefit most by TV are
our industrialists. They have increased the sales of their products such as Maggis
Instant Noodles and many kinds of junk food which are not essential to the life of
ordinary people.
The growing inequality between the rich nations and poor and between the rich and
the poor in each nation is a fundamental threat to global harmony. Globalisation and
marginalisation go together. This contradiction needs special attention. This can be
illustrated with the economic situation in India.
III Globalisation and the Indian Economy
In 1991 the Government of India introduced drastic reforms in its economic policies
which have far reaching implications for the life of the country. The involvement of
World Bank and IMF was acknowledged as crucial in the structural adjustment. It was
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a deliberate move to take the country right into the process of globalisation. MNCs are
allowed to come into the country in a big way by liberalization of the earlier stringent
regulations with regard to the type of industry and the profits that they are allowed to
take out of the country. It is perhaps early to evaluate the full impact of these policy
changes. These reforms have helped to revive the sluggish economy and to discard
some of the unproductive bureaucratic controls. But some of the inevitable
consequences of these reforms are quite alarming. The indebtedness of the country
(internal and external) has now reached a staggering figure of 90.6 billion dollars. C.T
Kurien who has made a careful analysis of the trends in the present economy, has
concluded has observed thus:
If the economic reform measures in India have therefore been sponsored by a
tiny, though exceptionally powerful and influential minority which is pursuing
them to safeguard and promote its own narrow interests, they are unlikely to be
of benefit to the bulk of the people, in spite of claims that they are not only
necessary and inevitable, but also in the national interest. The impact of the
reforms on the lives of sections of the peoples beyond this narrow minority, has
already begun to be seen. On the basis of an examination of the relevant figures,
one estimate shows that in the first year of reforms, “nearly 6 to 7 million people
went below the ‘poverty line’ in contrast to an annual improvement of nearly 10
to 15 million moving above the poverty line over the last decade.” Therefore, in
overall terms “it makes a difference in terms of a setback in poverty alleviation
pace by nearly 20 mi1lions.”7
Kurien and other economists are not saying that Indian economy is not in need of
reforms, but they point out that the “thrust of any alternative reform measures must be
towards the welfare of the largest segments our society.”8 At present these segments
are excluded from the process of decision that affect their lives and their condition is
deteriorating. These sectors are marginalised working class-unorganized labourers,
and landless. They are the dalits and tribals.
Increasing marginalisation of dalits, women and other sectors continues to be a
problem. Our hope that their lot would improve is now shattered. No doubt the
movement of the marginalized for justice and participation will be stronger. But
resistance to them will be on the increase.
As we have seen, marginalisation is linked with globalisation. The advanced sectors
have achieved considerably more expansion and led to the improvement of the
traditional sector. As one report correctly observes, “much of rural development has
simply been extension of urban development.” There is an urgent need for an alternate
form of development that meets the basic needs of the rural people.
Among the marginalized groups struggling for justice, women is the largest. They are
fighting many issues. Cultural prejudices, structures of patriarchy, economic
exploitation and unjust laws and traditions are some of them. Organized movements of
women are beginning to make some impact but they need to be strengthened. The
church is also of male dominated structure. Rich resources and contribution that
women can make to the life and ministry of the church are seldom made use of.
Unfortunately prejudice against women are nurtured in our families. We tend to foster
double standards in sexual morals. Female feticide, dowry deaths and other glaring
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incidents are symptoms of deep-seated prejudices and discriminatory practices and
customs.
IV Globalisation has Become the Vehicle of Cultural Invasion
The idea of progress is decisively shaped by western life-style and its structures. Air
travel, color TV, super computers and space technology all are the symbols of
progress. When a nation opts for TV it is not just the technology but all the cultural
and social life that nurture it come with it.
Technology is power, and the power is never neutral. It becomes the carrier of those
systems and ideologies (values and cultures) within which it has been nurtured. The
tendency is to create a mono-culture. Prof. Koyama in his inimitable style provides a
sharp critique to this in all his writings. By mono-culture we mean the undermining of
economic, cultural and ecological diversity, the nearly universal acceptance of
technological culture as developed in the West and its values. The indigenous culture
and its potential for human development is vastly ignored. The tendency is to accept
the efficiency with productivity without any concern for compassion or justice.
Ruthless exploitation of nature without any reverence for nature which is an integral
value of the traditional culture.
M.M. Thomas in his recent writings has reflected on the impacts of modernization on
the traditional culture. He writes,
The modernizing forces of technology, human rights and secularism are today
directed by a too mechanical view of nature and humanity which ignores the
natural organic and the transcendental spiritual dimensions of reality. No doubt,
traditional societies emphasize the organic and the religious aspects of life in a
manner that enslaves human beings to natural forces and human individuality to
the group dicta. But modernization based on a mechanical world-view atomizes
society to permit the emergence of the individual who soon becomes rootless and
a law unto itself and since rootlessness is unbearable for long, the pendulum
swings to a collectivism which is a mechanical bundling together of atomised
individuals into an equally rootless mass under mechanical State control.9
There are groups that strive towards a critical approach to Western values and
technology. They want to retain humane values of tradition. They see the need for a
holistic kind of development. They are for pluralism and diversity in cultures. They
are for science and technology, but not for a neutral kind of scientism that willingly
allows itself to be used by the elite. They are for industry, but not industry that
destroys ecological balance and causes pollution. In short, they are asking for an
alternate form of development that takes the interest of the poor as central and allows
room for their culture and religion.
V Globalisation and Ecological Crisis
The pattern of development that is capital intensive and the life style propagated by the
media together create a situation where ecological balance and sustaining power of the
earth for nurturing life is being destroyed. The problem is further aggravated by the
process of globalisation. In fact, ecological crisis is not merely a Third World problem.
The whole planet is affected and perhaps this issue brings together concerned people
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of the South and North.

10

Perspectives on this question differ.

The Third World perspective on ecological crisis raises the question of justice as an
overriding concern. The life of the poor and the marginalised is further impoverished
by the crisis. Shortage of fuel and water add peculiar burdens to the life of women. It
is said that tribals are made environmental prisoners in their own land. Details, whose
life has been subjected to social and cultural oppression for generations are facing new
threats to them by the wanton destruction of the natural environment.
On a global level this concern about the gap in the control over and use of natural
resources should be raised to gain a correct perspective on globalisation. The modern
European person is the most expensive human species in this world. American people
who represent about 6% of the earth’s population melt, burn or eat over 50% of the
world’s consumable resources each year. Every 24 hours citizens of U.S.A. consume
2,250 heads of cattle in the form of MacDonald hamburgers. Extend this style to the
entire world, what will be its consequences. It is these hard questions about the nature
of development, the life-style and justice that have to be raised. In order to pursue this
kind of life-style we need to have easy access to the mineral resources and energy
Many a political conflict arises out of this need: We try to put an ideological garb over
such conflicts. East/West conflict is now replaced by North/South conflict. What is at
stake is the sphere of political dominance linked with control of resources. Global
peace is possible only if we can diffuse this by establishment of a world order.
VI A New Look at the Global Village
What is the paradigm of the miracle of Global village we have in mind? People who
write and talk about global village are people who have never lived in a village. It is
therefore not surprising that their image of the global village is born out of their
references of a technological, industrial culture. One of the prevailing tendencies in
such a culture is to put everything in manageable, organized system. There is very
little room for diversity. The clearly defined centre exercising control over the
periphery -- that is why “melting pot” becomes a favourate image in the U.S.A. But
what we see in the village is not so neatly organized, uniform structure. A village is a
small, separate unit connected to other units. It is of different shape and diverse
character. It is a mosaic and not a neat uniform system. The global is very much
present in the local. Diversity and not uniformity is its hallmark.
We simply assume that to gain an experience of the global we used to travel to foreign
countries. This is not true. We may travel and see things but still miss the essential
values that keep our life human. But the consciousness that our local life is bound up
with realties and relationships that go beyond the given time and space is what makes
as truly global. It is the basic openness to the other - it is affirming the other who is
different but integral to our life. It is necessary to affirm the local as unique, but exists
in the wider network of relationships. In other words, plurality is an essential aspect of
the global. It provides the space for different identities to grow in dialogue. When that
space is denied the marginal suffers most. The struggle of the marginal for identity is
to be seen as a necessary process to realize the global.
Within each nation there are measures, laws that regulate the economic activity and
distribution through taxation, minimum wages, and so on. But in international
relations there is no regulative mechanism. The UN is powerless. They have indeed
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talked about a new economic order. Demands include reduction of trade barriers, more
stable commodity prices for raw materials, easier access to foreign technologies, better
terms of aid and rapid expansion of industrialization. Some of these demands are
legitimate, although there is very little hope anything will be changed. These demands
however, do not challenge the existing international system and its assumptions; they
want a greater share in the global economic pie. This is usually the demand of the
bureaucrats and elites. What the poor people are asking/telling us is, unless we rethink
the basic questions of life-style, the use of natural resources and the reaction between
environment and development, we cannot address the question of a new economic
order.
Globalisation, is not a neutral process. An alliance forged by the forces of domination
for profit becomes the driving force of much of globalisation. The poor and the
marginal do not find protection and security under it. But this process is inevitable,
therefore a blind rejection of it seems to be realistic. How do we orient the forces of
globalisation for the furtherance of justice? Can we seek a new global solidarity of the
victims of present system to build a just global order?
VII The Search for Alternatives
The Third World perspectives on the global unity are made dear. The present global
order controlled by the MNCs, neo-colonial forces and elites of the countries does not
ensure the values of justice and plurality. The ecological crisis has further accentuated
the problem of global injustice. The search is for a global order where life affirming
values are preserved and strengthened. This would mean an economic system that is
free of oppression. Kurien in the above study points out that today the powerful and
all pervasive market has become “a tool of oppression”. “What they (people) need,
therefore, is not greater market friendliness but ‘people friendly markets’. A people
friendly market, he further states, is a social institution used, deliberately under human
direction and control, the dictum ‘leave it to the market has no place here’.11
Speaking in cultural terms, M.M. Thomas argues that a “post-modern humanism
which recognizes the integration of mechanical, organic and spiritual dimensions, can
develop creative reinterpretation of traditions battling against fundamentalist
traditionalism and actualize the potential modernity to create a dynamic fraternity of
responsible persons and people”.12
An alternative developmental paradigm should be supported by an alternative vision
of human bond to one another and to the earth. It is important that this new vision
emerges from the experiences of the poor and the marginalised. “It is our conviction
that a new paradigm for just development must emerge from the experiences of the
poor and the marginalised.”13
It is not our intention to give a blue print for alternative development. That can be
evolved only by economist, political leaders and scientist who are committed to values
that are necessary for human development. In this task we should learn from the
experiences of the poor, for they are close to the earth and their techniques of
preserving the ecosystem should be taken seriously. Those who live close to the land
and the sea have developed a way of using earthly resources without destroying them.
By polluting our water and destroying our forests we cannot develop. More important
is the conviction that a set of values that are integral to human survival can be learned
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from the life-style and the world view of the marginal groups. They have lived in
solidarity with one another and with the earth. Their communitarian value system is
necessary for evolving a just and sustainable form of development. This is the global
solidarity that we propose for the future, giving a new direction to the process of
globalisation. ‘People friendly markets’, ‘enabling social changes’ and ‘post modern
humanism’ - are all attempts to give this orientation to globalisation.
VIII Towards Building a Just Global Order: Theological Considerations
Can theology be pressed into service towards building a just global order? Does
theology deepen our commitment to a new global solidarity based on justice and
peace? The vision for theologising should emerge from the experiences and traditions
of faith of the people. Sometimes theologians turn such visions into rigid systems and
absolute ideals. But the emphasis on contextual theology is an effort to ground
theology in the immediate experiences of oppression and suffering of people.14
The faith articulation of women and indigenous groups struggling for their dignity and
freedom has helped us in our search for a relevant theology They are important for our
task of building a global solidarity. A holistic view of reality and non-hierarchical
form of community are integral to their vision of life. This vision has to be recaptured
in our theology. Some of our feminist writers and theologians who are committed to
develop ecological theology are beginning to articulate this new vision of doing
theology.
Holistic View of Reality
Our perception of the structure of reality changes as we become aware of new areas of
human experience and knowledge. The dualistic model of classical understanding -spirit/matter, mind/body -- is not adequate to interpret our contemporary experience.
Moreover, our feminist thinkers rightly point out that such a dualist view of reality is
largely responsible for maintaining a patriarchal and hierarchical model of society. A
holistic model is closer to our life experiences, including our relation with nature. In
fact, theologians who write about ecological concerns are united in their opinion that a
holistic view of reality is basic to a responsible relation between humans and nature.
An organic model of reality should replace a mechanistic model in our times. An
organic model can interpret “the relation between God and world in ways
commensurate with an ecological context”. Sally McFague, taking into consideration
the insights from contemporary cosmologists, has described the organic model in the
following words:
The organic model we are suggesting pictures reality as composed of multitudes
of embodied beings who presently inhabit a planet that has evolved over billions
of years through a process of dynamic change marked by law and novelty into an
intricate, diverse, complex, multi-leveled reality, all radically interrelated and
interdependent This organic whole that began from an initial high bang and
eventuated into the present universe is distinguished by a form of unity and
diversity radical beyond all imagining: infinite differences, and diversity that is
marked not by isolation but by shared atoms over millennia as well as minuteby-minute exchanges of oxygen and carbon dioxide between plants and animals.
All of us, living and non-living, are one phenomenon, a phenomenon stretching
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over billions of years and containing untold numbers of strange, diverse, and
forms of matter -- including our own. The universe is a body, to use a poor
analogy from our own experience, but it is not a human body; rather, it is matter
bodied forth seemingly infinitely, diversely, endlessly, yet internally as one.15
Radical inter-relatedness and interdependence of all creation is of paramount
significance as we perceiver reality “By reality,” Writes Samuel Rayan, “is meant
every thing; the earth and all that it contains, with all the surprises it holds for the
future; people and their creations; the conditions in which they live, their experience of
life as gift, their celebration of it, no less than their experience of oppression and
death, and their struggles and hopes and wounds and songs”.16
Leonardo Boff goes further and affirms that “Ecology constitutes a complex set of
relationships. It includes everything, neglects nothing, values everything, is linked
together. Based on this we can recover Christianity’s most early perception; its
conception of God.”17 For him “world is a mirror of Trinity.”
This provides a new perspective on Christology. Our tendency in modern theology to
subsume all the new questions of theology under a framework that may be described
as ‘Christocentric Universalism’ is perhaps not the most helpful paradigm. Too much
weight is put on this. Christ-in-relation seems to be a better way of affirming the
trinitarian concern of the process of transformation and renewal. A spirit-filled
theology that responds to the pathos of people and their liberative stirrings should be
evolved. The characteristic posture of the spirit is openness and an ability to transcend
limits. The affirmation of the solidarity of the poor is the spirit’s creative activity. To
discern the spirit’s working, we need ‘Christic’ sensitivity, but it can never be wholly
interpreted by Christological formulations.
If radical interrelatedness is the characteristic of the reality and therefore of the divine,
then openness to the other is the essential mode of response to God. The openness
becomes the seed for creating new relationships and a new order.
The struggle today is for open communities. Again the awareness of the need for the
communities is not new. But today we face a situation where the identity struggle of
different groups is projecting the shape of communities as classed, each group defines
its boundaries over against the other. The question is how can we build a global
solidarity of open communities. A community of communities that accepts a plurality
of identities in a non-threatening, but mutually affirming way is the core of our
vision.18 In fact, the Church is meant to be this solidarity. Leonardo Boof writes:
The ecclesial community must consider itself part of the human community
which in turn must consider itself part of the cosmic community. And all
together part of the Trinitarian Community of the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit.19
We have a long way to go if we take this vision seriously. The churches are so
introvert that they are incapable of becoming a sacrament of this community of open
communities in this world.
Mission has to take seriously this task of recreating communities: It means a critical
awareness of the process and structures that are inimical to an open community.
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Forces that threaten life, practices that seldom promote justice and love, and above all
an attitude of apathy towards change.
Liberative Solidarity: A Form of Global Mission
A holistic vision of reality is the basis for non-hierarchical open communities. But this
vision of wholeness should have a concrete direction. In the prophetic vision of a
community, compassion is the concrete dimension of it (Micah 6:5). It is solidarity
that is liberative and life-affirming.20 Justice and loving mercy are the words used by
the prophet. Together they may be translated into liberative solidarity. The logic of
justice as developed in the West emphasizes rights and rules and respect for the other.
It is a balancing of duties and rights. But in the prophets justice includes caring.
Justice expressing compassion is the biblical emphasis. Prophets were not talking
about balancing interests and rights, but about caring, the defending of the poor by the
righteous God. This emphasis comes with poignancy when we consider our
responsibility to the earth. It is a defenseless and weak partner of humans in creation.
Caring love comes from compassion by standing at the place where the poor are and
being in solidarity with them. It is this solidarity that makes us raise questions to the
dominant models of globalisation.
It also points to a new direction for global community that celebrated sharing and
hope. Jesus rejected the imperial model of unity, which in his time was represented by
the Roman empire and the power wielders of Jerusalem temple. He turned to Galilee,
to the poor and the outcasts, women and the marginalised. He identified with them.
His own uncompromising commitment to the values of the kingdom and his solidarity
with the victims of society made himself an enemy of the powers-that-be conflict was
very much part of his ministry. It resulted in death. On the cross, he cried aloud, “My
God, my God, why have you forgotten me?” It is a cry of desperation, a cry of
loneliness. But it is a moment of solidarity -- a moment when he identified with the
cries of all humanity.
In solidarity with the suffering, Jesus gave expression to his hope in the liberating God
who has his preference in defending the poor and the dispossessed. It is in this
combination of total identification with the depth of suffering and the hope that
surpassed all experiences that we see the clue to Jesus’ presence in our midst and
future he offers us. New wine, a new logic of community that comes from a solidarity
culture was projected against the old wine, the old culture.
The promise of God’s future in such a solidarity culture is an invitation to
struggle, advocacy for the victims, and compassion. People who are drawn to the
side of the poor come into contact with the foundation of all life. The Bible
declares that God encounters them in the poor. With this step from
unconsciousness to consciousness, from apathetic hopelessness regarding one’s
fate to faith in the liberating God of the poor, the quality of poverty also changes
because one’s relationship to it changes.21
The solidarity culture is sustained by spirituality, not the spirituality that is elitist and
other-worldly, but that which is dynamic and open.
In our struggle for a new global order we need to mobilize the superior resources of all
religious traditions, not only the classical religions, but the primal religious traditions
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as well. In fact, the classical religions tend to project a type of spirituality that is
devoid of a commitment to social justice. There are, however, notable exceptions. We
begin to see a new search for the liberational form of spirituality in these religions. See
for example the writings of Swami Agnivesh and Asgar Ali Engineer.22 Tagore’s
words express this kind of spirituality:
Here is thy footstool and there rest thy feet where live the poorest, lowliest, and
the lost.
When I try to bow to thee, my obeisance cannot reach down to the depth where
thy feet rest among the poorest, the lowest and the lost. (Gitanjali).
But a distinct challenge comes from the Indian spirituality tradition. Its focus upon
inferiority is to be considered important when we talk about a commitment for action.
Amolarpavadoss in all his writings emphasized this . Freedom also means liberation
from pursuit, acquisition, accumulation and hoarding of wealth (arta), unbridled
enjoyment of pleasures comfort (kama), without being regulated and governed by
righteousness and justice (dharma), without orientation to the ultimate goal
(moksha).23
Mention has already been made about the spirituality of indigenous groups. Their
holistic vision and communitarian value systems are essential for the emergence of a
new global order. They are signs of freedom we long for. “Where the Spirit of the
Lord is, there is freedom” (Paul). Our longing for a free and open order is a spiritual
longing. Only when communities live with mutual respect, when they together
eliminate all caste, atrocities, when they together remove and hunger, when all their
religions sing the song of harmony, when they together celebrate God-given unity,
then the Spirit is free. Towards that global solidarity let us commit ourselves.
This reflection on liberative solidarity can be conclude by mentioning two concrete
expressions of it.
One, the emergence of dalit theology in India. Dalits are the oppressed groups,
marginalised for centuries by the social and cultural systems. Today dalit
consciousness based on a new found identity has provided the impetus for a dalit
theology, Prof. A.P. Nirmal describes the methodology as follows:
Dalit theology wants to assert that at the heart of the dalit peoples experience is
pathos or suffering. This pathos or suffering or pain is prior to their involvement
in any activist struggle for liberation. Even before a praxis of theory and practice
happens, even before a praxis of thought and action happens, they (the dalits)
know God in and through their suffering. For a Dalit theology “Pain or Pathos is
the beginning of knowledge.” For the sufferer more certain than any principle,
more certain than any action is his/her pain-pathos. Even before he/she thinks
about pathos; even before he/she acts to remove or redress or overcome this
pathos, pain-pathos is simply there. It is in and through this pain-pathos that the
sufferer knows God. This is because the sufferer in and through his/her painpathos knows that God participates in human pain. This participation of God in
human pain is characterized by the New Testament as the passion of Jesus
symbolized in his crucifixion.24
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Two, a few months ago I visited a Buddhist monk in the southern provinces of Sri
Lanka. I had heard about his intense involvement in the struggles of people for
freedom and justice. Three of us, theologians, sat at his feet listening in rapt attention
to the stories of his involvement how at the risk of his own life he had to defend young
activists. He was constantly in clash with the powers that be. At the end, one of the
group asked him, “Sir, how do you explain the motivating power that sustains you in
all these?” He thought for a moment and then said, “I do not know, perhaps I am
inspired by the compassionate love of Buddha.” And then looking intently on us he
asked, don’t you think Jesus also teaches us about compassion.” I ventured to say,
“Yes, but there is a big difference between the response of some of us Christians to
our Christ, and your response to your Buddha.” I do not see the same intensity of
commitment to the passion of Jesus in our churches. That is the crux of the problem.
Can compassion, another name for liberative solidarity, unite us?
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